SWIMMERS BREAK EVEN WITH BROWN

Freshman Contest More Interesting Than Varsity

Their feet off the end of the tank, they touched the end again. At one point, the race, it appeared that Jenkins was tiring and that he would be overtaken by Crossman. However, Jenkins still had considerable fight and staved off the challenge to win by a margin.

Mark Cole was the individual winner of the race, taking first in the 100-yard swim and Brown won the 150-yard sprint. In neither of these races was there a clear answer to win by a safe margin.

Breaststroke Done in Fast Time

In the fifty, Captain Bill Walworth of the Beaver team, swam a very good race. He passed Hubert, the other brown entry, at the finish line. The only opposition that Cole received in the 100-yard was that of Jenkins. Walworth was only able to get a third in the 150-yard sprint.

Brown had a good couple of breast- stroke entries. Jenkins, the Tech entry, Crossman and Jenkins, the Brown entry, swam in the time of 1.24 1-5, which is less than the Brown breast stroker who was third in his race. Crossman, the Tech entry in the breast stroke, swam in 2m. 39 2-5s.

INTERCOLLEGIATES

To Dartmouth Outfit

With the return of Captain Grover to school, the freshman class challenges any other students interested in the sport of swimming to turn the verdict in favor of the Institute.

Freshman One Hundred-Yard Breaststroke Done in Fast Time

In the fifty, Captain Bill Walworth of the Beaver team, swam a very good race. He passed Hubert, the other brown entry, at the finish line. The only opposition that Cole received in the 100-yard was that of Jenkins. Walworth was only able to get a third in the 150-yard sprint.

Brown had a good couple of breast- stroke entries. Jenkins, the Tech entry, Crossman and Jenkins, the Brown entry, swam in the time of 1.24 1-5, which is less than the Brown breast stroker who was third in his race. Crossman, the Tech entry in the breast stroke, swam in 2m. 39 2-5s.
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